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Abstract

Introduction: Single incision laparoscopic gynaecological surgery (SILS) has been recognized to be a safe and feasible
approach in well-selected gynaecological procedures such as adnexal surgeries, myomectomies and hysterectomies. With the
advent of new instruments and improvement of surgical techniques, SILS is likely to become one of the mainstream
laparoscopic techniques for appropriately selected gynaecological surgeries.

Objective: We aim to explore the feasibility of performing a single surgeon SILS (solo SILS) in a 46 year old nulliparous woman
with a 6 cm right ovarian endometriotic cyst.

Methodology: Coupled with the use of a self-retaining laparoscope holding system and the uterus maintained in fixed uterine
anteversion by using a curette and volsellum tied together with a piece of gauze, clamped down with sponge forceps to the
operating table, the surgery was completed in 76 minutes with minimal blood loss.

Results: Post-operatively the patient recovered well and was discharged on the same day. At three month’s postoperative
review, she was particularly pleased with the cosmetic outcome and had recovered fully.

Conclusion: This case report illustrated the plausibility of performing solo SILS in appropriately selected patients who are likely
to obtain maximum benefits through such an approach. Benefits of solo SILS include excellent cosmesis to patients, shorter
recovery time and improved ergonomics for the performing surgeon. 

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, we have seen an increase in published
reports describing the feasibility and safety of single incision
laparoscopic surgery (SILS) in various gynaecological
procedures such as adnexal surgeries, myomectomy and
hysterectomy [1-3]. Moreover, the use of SILS has also been
described and performed safely in gynaecological
emergency settings for ectopic pregnancies [4] and ovarian
torsion [5]. However, SILS still remains technically
demanding, requiring a certain level of visual-spatial
orientation and laparoscopic surgical skills, to perform
effectively and safely.

Over the years, with improved innovations in instruments,
cameras and scopes as well as the refinement of surgical
techniques, challenges of performing SILS have been

gradually resolved. With the advent of innovative port
designs, pre-bent instruments, retraction devices, the use of
intra-abdominal sutures for traction, novel camera holding
systems and innovative surgical techniques has increased the
feasibility of performing SILS in a routine fashion, as well
as enabled solo SILS. Our centre explored the possibility of
a single-surgeon single-port laparoscopic gynaecological
surgery (solo SILS) as illustrated in this case report. We are
presenting this case to determine the feasibility of
performing solo SILS in a benign gynaecological case of
intermediate complexity. There have been reports of
experienced surgeons using sole SILS for appendectomy[6],
gastrectomy[7], nephrectomy[8]. But to our knowledge, this
is the first report in literature on solo SILS in gynaecology. 
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CASE SUMMARY

The patient, a 46 year old married, nulliparous Chinese lady
was referred to our hospital for symptoms of bloatedness and
lower abdominal discomfort in November 2011. She had
regular monthly menses with normal flow. Her body mass
index was 20.5. Pelvic examination was unremarkable
however pelvic ultrasound demonstrated a 6cm right ovarian
cyst. Her serum CA-125 was mildly elevated at 35.9. Single
incision laparoscopic right salphingo-oopherectomy was
offered to the patient.

Operative Details

The patient was placed in a lithotomy position under general
anaesthesia. A 1.5cm longitudinal incision was made at the
umbilicus (Figure 1). The abdomen was insufflated using a
SILS multi-channels port (Covidien, USA), via Hasson’s
open entry method. To achieve solo surgery, a self-retaining
video camera holding system (FISSO endoscope holding
system, Switzerland) was used to secure the 5mm 0 degree
endoscope (Olympus, Paris, France), thus eliminating the
need for an assistant to hold the camera (Figure 2, Figure 3).
The mechanical camera holder is made of stainless steel and
high quality light alloy, which can be steam-sterilized at 134
degrees Celsius. It comprises of a rail clamping base, height-
adjustable columns, articulated arms and a head component
for the attachment of the video camera (Figure 4). The
various components can be assembled and adjusted
according to the needs of the surgery and surgeon’s
requirements.

Figure 1

1.5cm longitudinal incision was made at the umbilicus

Figure 2

The set-up of the laparoscope holding system which
eliminates the need for surgical assistance

Figure 3

Single surgeon SILS (solo SILS) – note the placement of the
laparoscope holding system, which frees the need for
surgical assistance and allow the surgeon to use other
instruments to perform salpingo-oophorectomy
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Figure 4

Various components of camera/laparoscope holding
equipment

The uterus was maintained in fixed anteversion using a
curette and volsellum tied together with a piece of gauze,
clamped down with sponge forceps to the operating table,
hence removing the need for an assistant to manipulate the
uterus (Figure 5).

Figure 5

Fixed anteversion of uterus obviating the need for surgical
assistance

Intra-operative findings upon insertion of the video camera
revealed a right ovarian cyst 6cm in diameter. The right
ovary was adherent to the ovarian fossa and the posterior
right lateral uterine wall. Inadvertent cyst rupture during
dissection released thick chocolate fluid, consistent with an
endometriotic cyst.

The ovarian cyst and ovary was released from the ovarian

fossa carefully to minimize risk of injury to the ureter. As
the uterus was maintained in fixed anteversion, traction of
the right adnexa was achieved by a pre-bent alligator. Right
salphingo-oophorectomy was completed using Sonosurg
(Olympus Surgical & Industrial Inc, USA), a multifunction
laparoscopic instrument. Blood supply to the ovarian and
infundibulopelvic ligament was obliterated and the
ligaments were cut. The specimen was removed directly via
the 15 mm incision without the need for endobag. Histology
of the specimen confirmed the diagnosis of a right
endometriotic cyst. 

RESULTS

The procedure was successfully carried out without intra-
operative complication or the need for conversion to
multiple ports laparoscopy or open surgery. From incision to
umbilical closure, the procedure took 76 minutes and the
overall blood loss during the operation was minimal.
Postoperatively, the patient was given routine oral analgesia
and her pain score was 2 out of 10 based on a verbal numeric
rating scale [9]. She was discharged on the same day post
procedure. There were no early postoperative complications
and the patient reported a high satisfaction score on direct
questioning on the appearance of the scar and general well-
being three months after the operation. She was particularly
pleased with the cosmetic outcome of the surgery. (Figure 6,
Figure 7) The surgeon performing the solo surgery also
reported improved ergonomics with the use of the camera
holding system. 

Figure 6

Immediate post-op single umbilical incision
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Figure 7

Final scar appearance after a year

DISCUSSION

Advantages of SILS: improved cosmesis and reduced
pain

One of the main advantages of SILS over conventional
laparoscopic surgery is the near scar-less postoperative
outcome. Immediate post-operative pain has also been
shown to be comparable or even reduced given that there is
only one single incision compared to the multiple incisions
made in conventional laparoscopic surgery(CLS)[9, 10]. The
superior cosmetic outcome of SILS is significant and should
be pursued as patients do value improvements in post-
operative scarring [9]. In two surveys by Bucher et. al. and
Rau et. al., patients were given the options to choose among
SILS/SPS (Single Port Surgery), CLS, NOTES (Natural
Orifice Transluminal Endoscopic Surgery) and open surgery
after being informed adequately about the limitations and
benefits of each surgical approach. The results of both
surveys showed that given equal surgical risks, majority of
patients, in particular younger patients, preferred a virtually
scar-less approach to surgery, which is offered by SILS. The
umbilical scar is usually well hidden within the umbilicus
[11, 12]. It is thus worthwhile to explore this innovative
approach in gynaecological surgery.

Minor to intermediate adnexal gynaecological surgery
are particularly suitable for SILS approach

Loss of triangulation, in-line viewing and instrument
crowding are some of the challenges in SILS [13]. With only
one site – the umbilicus -in which the port can be placed to
achieve ‘scar-less’ surgery, surgeon and assistant often have

to operate in uncomfortable, non-ergonomical positions.
Long operative times and steep-learning curves add further
arguments against SILS. Although SILS has been shown to
be more technically challenging [14] and more highly
associated with poorer performance and increased surgeon
workload than CLS [15], it is reasonable to note that the
extent of technical difficulties in SILS are not homogenous
across all types of gynaecological surgeries. The learning
curve for SIL adnexal surgery has been shown to be quite
rapid [1]. Adnexal pathologies are particularly ideal targets
for SILS because they are readily exposed and examined
without interference from other organs with a uterine
manipulator. Studies have illustrated that adnexal surgeries
have comparable operating time to CLS [16, 17]. There is
also less post-operative pain in SIL adnexal surgeries [18].
With the appropriate case selection and experienced hands,
operative time, outcome, post-operative pain and
complication rates between the two surgical approaches are
comparable [19]. In this report, we have demonstrated that
single-surgeon single-port approach is feasible and suitable
for gynaecological adnexal surgery of intermediate
complexity. Ergonomic benefits of solo SILS Camera/scope
holding systems are not a new concept in conventional
laparoscopic surgery. They have been used primarily in
minimally invasive biliary [20, 21], colon surgery [22] and
gynaecological surgeries [23]. Some of the holding systems
developed for use in CLS include mechanical scope holders,
robotic scope holders (EndoAssist) and automated
endoscopic system for optimal positioning (AESOP) – a
voice-controlled optic holder. Robotic arm-assisted CLS has
been reported to have shorter[20] to comparable[23]
operating times similar to human-assisted CLS, and is as
efficient and safe[21], improves surgeon comfort by
improving image stability and providing the surgeon full
control over laparoscope handling[24].

Unfortunately, literature is sparse on the concept of solo
surgery in SILS.  There has only been reported on single-
port, single-operator appendectomy[6], gastrectomy[7],
nephrectomy[8]. SILS remains a relatively new approach in
the field of minimally invasive surgery and surgeons are still
in the midst of determining the feasibility and safety of
various novel approaches in SILS.

In our experience, camera position is often compromised in
SILS surgeries. Poor ergonomic position occurs as the
assistant who is holding the camera stands on the opposite
side of the surgeon. The situation is worsened as port site
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selection is also not possible with SILS as the incision is
restricted to the umbilicus. Both the surgeon and the
assistant are put into uncomfortable positions to avoid
instrument crowding and to increase triangulation. Using a
camera holding set up system significantly increases the
external working space, offers a stable, consistent view of
the entire operative field and gives the surgeon more control
during the operation [25]. In addition, with the positioning of
the camera between the two laparoscopic instruments, the
view of the surgical site is less distorted as opposed to
placing it by the side of the instruments, resulting in better
hand-eye coordination during the surgery. This is of
particular importance in SILS as all instruments pass
through the same umbilical incision.

Improvement in productivity and cost saving

Increased productivity and improved utilization of
manpower in the operating theatre are other benefits in solo
SILS. The conventional set-up for SILS in gynaecological
surgery requires a minimum of 3 persons – the main
surgeon, an assistant to hold the camera and a second
assistant to manipulate the uterus vaginally. Using the solo
SILS approach, the assistants are freed up, thus improving
surgical productivity and utilization of manpower.

Given that there is a reduction in manpower required in solo
surgery, we postulate that cost savings in this aspect will
likely offset the initial capital outlay for the instruments,
although more detailed cost analysis will have to be done to
determine this.

Limitations

Despite these potential benefits, solo SILS has its limitation.
We acknowledge that the lack of assisting staff in a solo
surgery setting could be problematic, especially when
complications arise during surgery, resulting in the
conversion to another surgical approach where surgical
assistance is needed. There is no definite solution to this
apart from appropriate case selection, good road mapping
and planning of the actual surgical procedure. 

CONCLUSION

Surgery has evolved rapidly over the years and surgical
approaches are increasingly being tailored not only to the
primary pathology, but also to the patient’s expectations of
surgical outcomes and surgical efficiency. This case report
demonstrated that solo SILS coupled with the utilization of
the camera holder is feasible, safe and economical in

carefully selected cases with benign gynaecological
pathologies of intermediate complexity. This approach
resulted in better ergonomics and improved hand-eye
coordination for the surgeon during the SILS surgery, which
is likely to translate to better surgical outcomes for the
patient. Henceforth, solo SILS is a possibility and likely the
future for benign gynecological adnexal surgeries. 
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